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The late and vastly under-rated electrical genius, Nikola Tesla, conceived the idea of thought- 
photography eight-three years ago.

"I became convinced," he told a reporter many years later, "that a definite image formed in 
thought must, by reflex action, produce a corresponding image on the retina of one's eye, and 
possibly be read by a suitable apparatus." Thoughtography, according to Tesla, was the basis for 
his System of television first revealed in 1893.

The master inventor planned to fabricate an artificial retina as a means of impressing thought 
Signals on screen. He hoped to complete the broadcast by means of a simulated "optic nerve" and 
another retina at the point of reproduction. As Tesla conceived it, the two retinas wouid be multi- 
faceted with checkerboard like patterns. "The so-called optic nerve," he added, "was merely a part 
of earth."

According to the report, Tesla had previously invented an instrument capable of simultaneously, 
and without interference, transmitting hundreds of thousands of individual impulses through the 
ground without the use of wires. He referred to a scanning device or cathodic ray, and reasoned 
that a thought or mental drama reflected on the retina could be captured through photography 
and projected on screen. "Thus, the objects imagined or visualized by a person," he said, "wouid 
be clearly reflected on the viewer as formed." In this way the inventor believed all thoughts held 
in the mind of the test subject could be portrayed upon an optical surface.

Scientists now studying thought-photography believe a crystal or System of crystals can be a clue.
"Crystals," they say, "are subject to mind-brain, energy patterns, and if grown to become specific 

geometric shapes the prisms could likely be tuned to the mental frequency ränge of eertain 
individuals," according to one spokesman. These far-seeing scientists foresee sensitive instruments 
containing numerous bands responsive to a multitude of thought patterns passing through 
various crystals.

Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, Sir Oliver Lodge and Konrad Roentgen explored the 
use of electricity (inductance coils attached to the heads of subjects tested) as a means of transferring 
thought waves from one human brain to another. This is in direct contrast to Tesla's idea of 
depicting an individual's thoughtstreams via cinematography. These great electrical pioneers also 
envisioned instruments capable of modulating spirit-world communication through earthly sight 
and sound instrumentation.

Bell, lecturing to a group of electrical engineers some sixty years ago explained it this way: 
'Suppose one has the power to make an iron rod vibrate with any desired frequency in a dark room. 
At first, as the rod vibrates slowly it will be observed by touching it. As the vibrations increase a 
low sound will be heard. Now appealing to the senses of touch and sound, and with the ever 
increasing vibrational rate the sound eventually becomes shrill. At 40,000 vibrations per second it 
will be silent and when touched, the rod's movement will no longer be noted for awhile. Presently," 
Bell added, "as the vibrational rate continues to increase beyond this eertain gap, one begins to 
feel heat. When the rod becomes red hot it is easily perceived by the sense of sight. As the vibrations 
accelerate the rod begins to shed violet light. Now, it has occurred to me," said Bell, "we can learn 
a great deal about that 'gap' where ordinary human senses are unable to feel, hear or see the rod's 
movement. The power to send wireless messages by etheric vibrations lies in that gap.”

Edison and Lodge were both taken with the idea of mental (telepathic) thought-wave transmission. 
Other scientists of their time believed the subtle electrical fields in the human aura could be 
recorded and translated in some spectacular way. One inventor suggested a System of thermo-couples 
attached to the forehead of communicating subjects should produce electric currents stimulated by 
heat. He based his suppositions on the notion that thought concentration invariably produces heat. 
Another theorized that when two subjects are linked by affection a peculiar kind of mental 
attunement or syntony wouid be established during mind-to-mind energy transfer.

At least two fundamental aspects appear in esoteric teachings describing mind-to-mind or mind- 
to-brain activity. 1) MIND functions as light, subtle energy lighting the way of idea, form or symbol. 
Mind energy therefore, is a tenuous but real substance with the capacity to materialize as a beam 
of light—having the qualities of “chitta''. But, 2) BRAIN energy is electrical in nature as evidenced 
in bio-feedback research using the electroencephalograph (E.E.G.). Furthermore, Italian scientists 
applying a tiny probe detected an electro-chemical action at the synaptic junctions in the brain. 
Neurons fire in a subjeet's brain while one or more powerful thought impressions occur.

Masters and advanced students of the mysteries know that through an act of will and concen
tration, holding thought focussed in the light, tremendous fields of higher life energies can be 
sustained. Thus, the amplification stimulated by prana, psychic energy and personal magnetism must 
be factors to consider in constructing a workable thought machine. On the other hand, unfocussed 
thought or mind wandering may produce entertaining but scrambled cinematography. Nikola Tesla 
once warned: "If thought forms can be recreated on screen, our minds will truly be like an open 
book.” Esotericists believe an evolved initiate or master can defend himself against hypnotic, 
telepathic, or other mental impression intrusion by merely Nanking out thought when necessary. 
Let's hope so. Wireless m/nd-tapping devices, beyond w/re-tapping may soon become a reality.

PYRAMIDS AND THE PLANETARY GRID
Excerpts from the voice of Kronos. ..

Coiiated with research comments by Bill Cox
1. In the long ago, did advanced beings of a 

master race construct pyramids and place crystal- 
line devices within a eertain grid pattern of our 
planet? 2. If so, were they located in purposeful 
areas enabling our earth to balance itself in its 
rightful, universal space?

Since the world's oldest pyramids were built 
eons ago, the mantle of our planet has advanced 
north and westward in some areas, and south and 
eastward in others. 3. In view of the foregoing, 
wouid the present location of these monolithic 
structures and companion crystals still be in 
Service today? 4. Could this grid with earth-sky, 
energy points direct and power spacecraft and 
serve as interplanetary communication stations? 
If one looks through the veneer of writings, 
cryptic messages and Symbols recorded by the 
world's great authors, thinkers and mediums 
some interesting and correlating information 
begins to emerge.

Geometricians and high priests of the ancient 
past may have developed a eertain System of 
triangulation, beginning with the Great Pyramid 
of Giza forming a wide grid-belt girdling our 
globe. Its upper boundary follows a line 33° 
north of the equator and its lower margin at 33° 
south, and is sometimes referred to as the 33rd 
harmonic. This huge network lies within a sphere 
of activity where passes the fastest energy in 
motion over our planet. It also forms an en- 
circling infrared band which acts upon substances 
and objects entering into it through different 
frequency ranges. Moreover it aligns with the 
earth's dominant, etheric zone, a part of the 
total etheric plasma enveloping the entire planet, 
the realm of telepathic, prephysical energies and 
experiences.

Triangulations of this grid pattern form nodes 
where the strongest passage and Collection of 
these energies manifest. Crystals once placed at 
these points and because of their particular 
natural, or specially formed shapes, created 
spiralling points of discharge. These nodes issued 
a magnetic flux or magnetic cushion.
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PYRAMID VALLEY
By Margaret J. Osborn

Cache Valley is situated in the northem part of Utah. Logan is the 
largest city within its mountainous boundaries. The Indians who lived here 
before my Great Great Grandfather, and other settlers, called it Pyramid 
Valley because a legend describes seven pyramids located within this valley.

The natives of Smithfield, just north of Logan, refer to the seven hills 
as pyramids but don ’t believe they are actually pyramids constructed by 
man. My sister’s husband and his family have lived in this area for a lang 
time and own much of the land on the hills. “We’d better get that hay cut 
up on The Pyramids, ” they ’d say.

One day, I met Tarna, and we became friends because of our mutual 
interest in UFOs and related subjects. At the time I was looked upon as 
a real “kook” for being interested in these subjects, so I was happy to find 
Tarna and to learn from her. She is a spiritually evolved individual with 
third-eye awareness and told me many fascinating Stories of her life 
experiences.

Tama told me she and her late husband were guided from California to 
these pyramids in Smithfield canyon for a specific purpose. Whether 
guided by the inner spirit or by Space Brothers in craft from other worlds 
I’m not sure. She said they were told by space Beings that one hill is truly 
a pyramid. She now lives in a home built on its side. This hill has a very 
distinct pyramid shape.

Tarna also told me she has astral travelled inside the pyramid. She and 
friends have seen much UFO activity around the hill. On one occasion 
they saw an orange UFO disappear right into the pyramid.

Tarna, and others who have climbed to the top of this pyramid and 
who have stood over the apex at high noon feel a very strong physical 
Vibration. For some years I wanted to climb this pyramid so I might feel 
these vibrations. So in June 19 75, David, my fourteen year old son and 
I made the climb alone. We didn ’t understand the directions clearly so 
we were not in the right place at high noon. I was very disappointed, but 
a very interesting phenomenon took place while we were up on the hill.

My ten year old daughter Evelyn, who has auric vision didn’t want to 
climb the pyramid so she sat on Tama’s porch with a perfect view of the 
hilltop where she couid observe us when we got there. Evelyn didn’t see 
us, but a few seconds before noon she became aware of a blue haze 
gathering around the top of the pyramid. She said it pulsated, ever 
increasing in size and brightness for a few seconds, and then disappeared.

A visitor whose father is a commercial airlines pilot explained that the 
airline Company ’s maps indicate two areas where pilots flying planes above 
can expect the plane ’s Instruments to malfunction. One area is over the 
Bermuda Triangle, where the lost continent of Atlantis with her sunken 
pyramids may He on the ocean floor. The other is over northem Utah, 
the region of pyramid valley.
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PYRAMID LIGHTS THE DARKNESS
I have often reflected upon Gilbert “Gib” Milne’s recent and momen- 

tous discovery in Toronto, Canada. Without benefit of daylight, in the 
basement photograp hic dark-room of Gib’s home, light-starved, flowering 
“impatiens” continued to grow vigorously for thirty days. How did Gib 
do it?

The plant was placed under a wire frame pyramid. A control pot of 
impatiens outside the pyramid replica’s ränge soon withered away. This 
suggests that plants in pyramids may never sleep, like chickens under night 
lighting tricked into laying eggs after hours.

We are dealing with powerful invisible light inside pyramid models. 
Since electric, star, solar, lunar, fire and certain types of artificial light 
are presumably absent, another kind of growing light broadcasts its plant 
nourishing energies. This has to be an mcredible discovery of great 
humanitarian importance. With projected worid food shortages, starvation 
and survival through alternative sources of nourishment confronting 
everyone an indoor or outdoor home pyramid garden presents a plausible 
food supply. As we know, there are enormous profits made during certain 
shortages and corporate manipulation in the various worid markets. 
Unsatisfied hunger is an unpleasant thought, but it’s going on; one third 
of this planet’s population goes to bed hungry tonight, and millions will 
die of starvation this year. Farmers in the United States are occasionally 
subsidized not to grow crops, adding to the dilemma.

The pyramid model offers a means of local control. The owner of one 
or more pyramid replicas can regulate his own indoor-outdoor growing 
needs. These form energized plants, usually insect free, and high in 
nourishment couid provide at least a standby food source.

What männer of light is the pyramid producing? Those who have long 
pondered the ancient mysteries know it is a higher octave of light energy 
of a very accelerated Vibration. It couid well be the “vitality globule” the 
yogis and masters have spoken about for thousands of years. To Support 
this view a marvelous, new book “The Loom of Creation” has been 
published in England this year. English scientists usihg specially designed 
cameras have photographed in pitch darkness tiny galaxies of light 
globules. They appear on film as gleaming, luminescent globes, ovals and 
highly polished geometric jewels. These light globules are the basic, life 
generating essences in our universe. This implies the pyramid is an essence, 
alchemical form in creation. It can shelter, inform and nourish us in ways 
leading to our expected higher evolution.

We continually need oxygen, but in the esoteric teachings, oxygen is 
only the carrier of the (life energy) vitality globule. This expiains in some 
measure how the yogi can be buried alive for several days, later to be 
uncovered, dusted off with all physical and mental apparatus operating 
as before. Through a System of physical breathing exercises curling back 
his tongue, and with deep visualizations, he can draw in and störe large 
quantities of life-sustaining, vitality globules. The yogi then slows down 
his bodily functions, enters a state of suspended animation staying alive 
for several days.

Gib Milne deserves at least an honorary doctorate for this profound 
discovery. Botanists and Guide researchers should investigate this phenom
enon. Gib has shown us the way. Bill Cox

A MOST UNUSUAL STONE WITH GLYPHS . .. Doug Thompson, owner 
of the Yantra Book Store in Spokane, Washington says this loaf-like rock 
was found in the northwest river country. Upon careful examination one 
couid accept the markings as purely nature's work. But a re-examination 
reveals some obviously created geometric instriptions of various symbolic 
content. They may have been carved into the hard, smooth surface by 
early man, representing some kind of language long forgotten. Some of the 
glyphs couid be interpreted as creatures or Beings in unorthodox posture 
and relationships. Some of the scored, geometric lines rule out a "pat" 
answer that these lines originated as chance design in nature.



CAPSTONGS. . .
DAN CURRIE-JOHNSON, OF VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA, ASKS; "I WON
DER IF THERE'S ANY ENERGY REASON FOR STEPS IN A PYRAMID?"

THE STEP PYRAMID IN EGYPT MAY HAVE THAT SHAPE BECAUSE OF CER
TAIN CONSTRUCTION AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN REASONS. IF THERE 
ARE ANY ENERGY PRODUCING BENEFITS INVOLVED, THEY ARE NOT KNOWN 
FROM 'GUIDE RESEARCH.

HERBERT LEE, OF HONOLULU, HAWAII, WRITES: "AN EXCELLENT NEWS
LETTER. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A PYS- 
CHOTRONIC OR PAVLITA GENERATOR."

TRY ORDERING "THE PS1ONIC GENERATOR" PATTERN BOOK, BY JOHN P. 
BOYLE. YOUR LOCAL BOOK STORE SHOULD BE ABLE TO GET YOU A 
COPY. IT IS A PRENTICE HALL BOOK. THERE ARE SEVERAL NOVEL 
PATTERNS FOR MAKING SIMPLE DEVICES OUT OF CARDBOARD.
THE ESP PAPERS... OSTRANDER AND SCHROEDER, BANTAM BOOKS S.C. @ 
$1.95 FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOK DEALER. THE LADIES PENETRATE FÜR
THER INTO THE PSYCHICAL DISCOVERIES BY SOVIET SCIENTISTS. SUB- 
JECTS INCLUDE: STIGMATA, BIOLOGICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION, POS
SESSION AND SPEED LEARNING... VERY INTERESTING...

BILL MILLARD, OF OAKLAND, CALIF. ASKS: "HAVE ANY TRANS
MUTATION REACTIONS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITH PYRAMIDS?"
WE HAVE RECEIVED REPORTS THAT TRANSMUTATION AND SELF- 
TRANSMUTATION CAN BE ACHIEVED WITH OR WMHOUT PYRAMIDS.

WE LIVE IN TWO WORLDS
By Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus

We live in two different worlds at the same time. The "primary" 
difference in these 'two worlds' is in the männer in which we discern them. 
One we can call the physical or material world or the world of the senses. 
We also include in this world, the manifestations of the Electro-Magnetic 
spectrum because we readily convert or transduce them so they manifest 
to one of the five senses.

The other world we refer to is the Astral world. This is the world of 
thought and emotion and where we find all the discarnate entities. In this 
world, we also find the 'emanations' from all material things. Nothing 
from the Astral world will register directly through any of the five senses. 
We must use the Chakras as transducers between the physical senses and 
the Astral manifestations. Some people can turn the 'Chakra action' on 
at will. Some people have the use of the Chakras at unexpected times and 
others never seem to ever have access to their use. Those people who 
frequently 'tune in' to the Astral are often refered to as 'mediums' 
or 'channels'.

Others use a 'pendulum' or use an Instrument such as an Eloptic 
Analyzer and are able to get information from such usage. Some of these 
people become very adept and very accurate in the information they are 
able to get in this way. However, misinterpretations or casual work can 
result in false conclusions.

Scientists are generally the ones who are called in to investigate any of 
the manifestations from the Astral world. Such scientists always bring 
along the 'tools of their trade' such as their information from studies of 
physics and Chemistry and the measuring devices with which they are 
familiär. Therein is the cause of the misunderstandings that usually result 
from such cases where a physicist is trying to find out how a person such 
as Uri Gellar is able to bend a 'spoon' or other such object, while the 
physicist looks on. The latter can only look for 'tricks or fraud' because 
he 'knows' that such things just cannot happen, because they do not 
'fit in' with his knowledge of physics in the material world. Study this 
chart and you will understand the reasons why.

PHYSICAL ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ASTRAL

Super-sonic sound

Audible sound

Sub-sonic sound

Feeling (physical)

Cosmic Rays 
"X" Rays 
Ultra-violet rays 

,-violet
Visible light — 

L red
Infra-red - heat 
Radar-high frequency 
Radio broadcast band 
Low freq. Electrical

Thoughts 
Emotions 
ESP 
PK
TK
Thought forms 
Prayers-Mantras 
Meditations 
Eloptic 

emanations

The Media through which these manifestations are transmitted:

Gas - Solid - Liquid Ether Akasha or Nieonic

The speed of transmission through the Media:

1100 ft/sec. in air 186,000 miles/sec. Instantaneous

The rate of attenuation or decrease in intensity with distance (D): 
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SAN FRANCISCO'S "EXPLORATORIUM.■. SCIENTIFIC DELIGHTS AND ENER
GY EXHIBITS. VISITORS CAN OBSERVE LIGHT PHENOMENA THROUGH LASER, 
CHECKERBOARD, A LIMBIC SYSTEM AND LENS TABLE. OTHER DISPLAYS IN
CLUDE COLOR ACTIVITY, "BIRD IN THE CAGE" AND SPECTRUM DEVICES. 
EYE LOGIC, A TACTILE AND SOUND EXHIBIT AND MANY OTHER TANTALIZ- 
ING THIRD DIMENSION PHENOMENA AWAIT 'GUIDE READERS. FOR THOSE 
WHO HAVE DISCOVERIES TO SHARE, CONTACT ROGER JACKSON, RESEARCH 
SCIENTIST, 3601 LYON STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 90123, OR 
PHONE ROGER AT THE EXPLORATORIUM AT 015 - 563-7337.

BUCKY’S DOME DOOMED... UNCONTROLLED FLAMES IN MAY DESTROYED MON- 
TREAL’S $3 MILLION DOLLAR EXPODOME, BUCKMINSTER FULLER'S BIOSPH- 
ERIC, ARCHITECTURAL WONDER. THE GIANT STRUCTURE WAS THE FORERUN- 
NER OF THE CONSTRUCTION WORLD'S DOME-MANIA, NOW IN EVIDENCE OVER 
OUR PLANET. THE HUGE TWENTY STORY HIGH SPHERE, SPONSORED BY THE 
U.S. AT 1967 EXPOSITION IN MONTREAL DEMONSTRATED THE NATURAL 
AFFINITY CURVE PRODUCED BY INTERCONNECTED TRIANGLES AND PYRAMIDS
BUCKWHEAT, THE PYRAMID GRAIN.■.ACCORDING TO STUDENTS OF NATURAL 
FOODS AND ORGANIC FARMING, HAS A NATURAL PYRAMID SHAPE, AND IS 
ONE OF THE MOST NUTRITIOUS OF ALL GRAINS. "PRESERVATION AND RE
JUVENATION QUALITIES OF THE PYRAMID FORM... BOTH MANMADE AND IN 
NATURE IS BEING REDISCOVERED TODAY," THEY WRITE.

OLYMPIANS IN PYRAMID LIKE STRUCTURES■■. FOR THE 1976 OLYMPIC 
GAMES IN MONTREAL,QUEBEC,CANADA. AN 11,000 CAPACITY, MULTI-A
PARTMENT COMPLEX WILL HOUSE ATHLETES IN THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE.

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS ABOUT PYRAMIDS THAT MOVES PEOPLE SO," 
SAID SECRETARY OF STATE, HENRY KISSINGER, ACCORDING TO A RECENT 
NEWS REPORT. "IT IS SUCH A SIMPLE FORM, BUT IT MOVES PEOPLE," 
HE ADDED, AFTER TOURING THE MAYAN RUINS IN MEXICO IN JUNE 1976.

REFLECTIONS FROM BRAZI1___ INFORMATION ON ARTICLES WRITTEN ABOUT
T. GALEN HIERONYMUS' AND BILL COX'LECTURE-WORKSHOP TOUR IN BRA- 
ZIL EARLIER THIS YEAR, AND APPEARING IN THE NATIONAL MAGAZINES: 
LA PLANETA'AND'THOT; IN PORTUGUESE, CAN BE SECURED BY WRITING 
TO THE PYRAMID GUIDE. MARCH-APRIL 1976 EDITIONS OF THOSE PUBLI
CATIONS CAN BE ACQUIRED FOR A LIMITED TIME.

PYRAMID ENERGY 5TIMULATES HOCKEY PLAYERS...? A RECENT REPORT 
RECEIVED BY THE 'GUIDE STATES THAT MEMBERS OF THE TORONTO 
MAPLE LEAFS HOCKEY TEAM GAVE WELL ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMANCES 
AFTER EXPOSURE TO PYRAMID VIBRATIONS WHEN REPLICAS WERE PLACED 
BENEATH THE PLAYERS' BENCH, AND AT VARIOUS POINTS IN THE MAPLE 
LEAF GARDENS, ESPECIALLY THE TEAM DRESSING ROOMS.

PYRAMID MOIRE' PATTERNS.■■ HAVE APPEARED IN AN ELECTRON MICRO
GRAPH OF OVERLAID, POLYETHYLENE CRYSTALS.

A RAINBOW IN YOUR HANDS... ISBN 0-682-98593-8, EXPOSITION PRESS, 
AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSELLER $5.95 HARDBOUND. ALBERT ROY DAVIS AND 
WALTER RAWLS, JR. FOLLOW UP THEIR TWO PREVIOUS BOOKS ON MAGNET
ISM CMOST REVEALING WORKS FOR FREE ENERGY RESEARCHERS) WITH 
SOME PLAUSIBLE AND ENGROSSING FACTS, EXPLAINING THE AGE-OLD 
MYSTERIES OF HUMAN MAGNETISM AND THE SCIENCE OF "LAYING ON OF 
HANDS." AN IMPORTANT WORK BY TWO KNOWLEDGEABLE AUTHORS-RE 
SEARCHERS,IN OUR TIME.

"EL AUTANA" A CATHEDRAL LIKE, ROCK-TOWER CAVE...RISING 9,500 
FEET HIGH IN THE ORINOCO JUNGLE, FOUR-HUNDRED MI LES SOUTH OF 
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, PIERCES THE UPPER REACHES OF THE GREAT PIN- 
NACLE, LIKE THE EYE OF A NEEDLE. THE PRECIPITOUS PEAK IS ONLY 
REACHED BY MEANS OF SOPHISTICATED MOUNTAIN CLIMBING TECHNIQUES 
AND GREAT EFFORT. YET, THE CAVE'S BEAUTIFULLY SCULPTURED CHAM
BERS, SMOOTH WALLS, LEVEL FLOORS AND DOME-LIKE CEILING MAY HAVE 
FOUND THERE BY CLIMBERS, WHO SPENT THREE DAYS ALOFT IN THE SKY- 
NESTLED CAVERNS ADDS TO THE MYSTERY.

MUSIC AND SCIENCE WALK HAND IN HAND.WRITES DAN DELICH, OF CHI
CAGO, ILLINOIS. "I WAS EDUCATED IN MUSIC AND HAVE BEEN TEACH- 
ING AND COMPOSING FOR A GREAT NUMBER OF YEARS. I HAVE DISCOVER- 
ED THAT MUSIC AND SCIENCE ARE INSEPARABLE." DELICH HAS WRITTEN 
MUSIC BOOKS ENTITLED: PI 3.19159265 EQUALS RHYTHM. HE DESCRIBES 
PI TO BE PERFECT, ITS RATIO OF CIRCUMFERENCE TO THE DIAMETER 
EXACT; A NUMBER WITH AN END, AND A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT VALUE. 
"MUSIC ABOUNDS IN MATHEMATICAL CALCULATIONS, ALONG WITH PHYSI
CAL OR INTERVALIC MEASUREMENTS; BEING MOST ESSENTIAL IN THE 
STUDY OF SPACE AND TIME. THEREFORE, WHAT PROVES APPLICABLE TO 
THE FIELD OF MUSIC," HE ADDS,"APPLIES TO SPACE AND TIME." DELICH 
BELIEVES A PARADOXICAL VERSION OF SPACE AND TIME OCCURS WITH HIS 
APPROACH USING THE PI FORMULS. "SCIENCE IS OVERLOOKING THIS LINE 
OF INVESTIGATION," HE GOES ON, "AND I BELIEVE IT WILL ASSIST OUR 
SCIENTISTS IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT PYRAMID AND UFO RESEARCH."

THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID ENERGY... KERRELL AND GOGGIN, HARDBOUND @ 
$6.95 AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSELLERS. SEVERAL UNIQUE PYRAMID TESTS 
APPEAR IN THIS FINE EDITION-ALREADY IN ITS SECOND PRINTING: ALSO 
A CHAPTER ON DOWSING AND COMMENTS BY BILL COX APPEAR REGARDING 
SENSING PYRAMID AND SUBTLE ENERGIES.

1/D2 1/D2 None
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TREE, SOURCE OF TWILIGHT FIREBALLS... 
Strange lights, seemingly directed by intelligence, 
issue nightly from the base of this large tree in 
Belohorizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. The fireballs 
change in color, from red, through the spectrum 
into violet hues. They oftön move in vertical and 
horizontal lines, quickly changing direction and 
sometimes hovering above or near, but never 
touching onlookers. Efforts to find the firelight 
orbs' source by excavations at the base of the 
tree haven't solved the riddle: "They just keep 
on materializing from the lowest point in the 
ground," say witnesses. The gleaming spheres 
frequently ascend high into the sky, coming 
together in a kind of touch and kiss activity, 
often merging two fireballs into one. Dowsing 
the site at mid-day reveals a Strong lifting motion 
with the Aurameter. Energy lines Streaming up
ward from around the base cavity of the tree 
appear to move in a constant flow. B.C.

VOICE-TAPE PHENOMENON IN BRAZII___
Elizabeth O'Shea, reporter for one of Säo Paulo, 
Brazil's leading newspapers conducted a press 
interview with Bill Cox in the hotel room shown 
above on January 30, 1976. A Nick Edwards, 
pyramid energy matrix System can be seen in the 
background. Due to some anticipated translation 
Problems, and for more accurate reporting Ms. 
O'Shea recorded the interview on cassette tape.

Later when she replayed.the cassette—follow
ing the interview as recorded—Ms. O'Shea's 
daughter who was killed in an accident about 
three years prior suddenly came in singing a 
distant and haunting melody. Various lyrics were 
directed to her mother. A powerful, full stop- 
keyboard organ later joined the girl in accompani- 
ment. But upon repeated replays, the girl's words 
change and the vocal rendition is somewhat 
altered, as though it was coming through "live," 
and the organ may be heard with or without the

ATLANTEAN STONEHENGE...? "We have 
found what might be another pre-Columbian ship 
in the Bahamas," writes Dick Wingate, of Balti
more, Md. "We saw great buildings under the 
water, including a circular structure, another 
Stonehenge? It lies in water so shallow one can 
walk on top of it after a short stroll from an 
island. More proof of Atlantis.

"I had a dream," Dick writes, "that Verne 
Cameron visited me and handed me his tool box. 
Most puzzling, until I began investigating new 
energy sources. l'm planning a book on the early 
pioneers of "Odylic Force" and want to include 
a chapter on Verne's work.

girl's voice from time to time. The youngster 
used to dance to dixieland with her father—his 
favorite music. Several bars of a dixieland band 
register on tape, followed by an immediate segue 
into a vocal, jazz-rock favorite, Contemporary 
with the girl's high school days.

Ms. O'Shea recognized many of the words as 
lyrics she used to sing to her daughter years ago. 
The.entire spirit recording resembled, in some 
degree, voice-tape selections the late Bill Welch 
played during a Pyramid Guide interview (see 
Pyramid Guide #21, Jan-Feb 1976). A pyramid 
replica improved Bill's voice-tape recording tech
niques, bringing through voices and sounds of 
other worlds, other dimensions. It seems possible 
the pyramid energy matrix may have acted as an 
antenna making the phenomenon possible.

Photo, left to right: Marcia Emilia D. Fernan
dez, Irecema C. C. Bailäo, Bill Cox, Irecema Foz 
and Ms. O'Shea.

ANCIENT PYRAMIDS AND COLOR
In the last (#23) issue of the Pyramid Guide 

the Shensi China, Earthen (Giant) Pyramid was 
briefly described as having colored sides and a 
yellow-hued, truncated apex. The descriptions 
given by Fred Meyer Schroder during his visit in 
1912 and Frank Stephens twenty years later 
didn't exaetly coincide, though the seven pyra
mid layout as seen by both men tallies very well. 
The intervening years may have dimmed their 
color recall. They generally agreed on three out 
of the five colored facings observed as follows:

SIDE SCHROEDER STEPHENS
N Black White
S Red Red
E Blue-Green Green

W White Black
TOP Yellow Yellow

500' high

3 
ä

much less 
than 500'

Four small 
pyramids: 

probably of 
equal size

0)

□
ö
LO

It appears one of them, or 
the interviewing writer be
came confused when the 
narrations were given, thus, 
the reverse descriptions giv
en regarding the north and 
west slopes of the pyramid.

According to their obser- 
vations an illustrated, top 
view of the Shensi Pyramid 
Complex should appear 
thus:

Earthen pyramids, al
though very ancient, were 
probably constructed hun- 
dreds, and even thousands 
of years later than the 
Great Pyramid.

The Shensi Giant's color
ed, exterior surfaces held 
an esoteric meaning ac
cording to information 
channeled by Reverend 
Robert Short of the Blue 
Rose Ministry in Joshua 
Tree, California.
Color
Symbol Meaning
Black: Bardo, nothingness, formless mass, lim- 

bo, state of rest, the void, no awareness.
White: Celestial spheres, spiritual attainment. 
Red: Discarnate state, electronic, electromag-

netic, the physical. State of awakening to 
awareness, desire, astral, emotional, karma 
and incarnations.

Yellow: Where consciousness begins to acknowl- 
edge itself and other levels of awareness in 
other planes and dimensions. Neutronic, the 
mental plane.

Green: Planes of coalescing consciousness. Al- 
lowing soul levels of awareness to pass into 
higher spheres. Higher frequency octaves of 
being.

Gold and silver surfaces along with crystal cap- 
stones were used as energy conductors with some 
pyramids. The truncated apex (platform, altar or 
temple) area was sometimes white symbolizing a 
holy place. Blue implied protonic and spiritual 
aspects.

PLANETARY GRID {continued from page 1)
The sun itself is a great magnet. Sunspots 

appear with their greatest intensity north approx- 
imately to 33° and south 33° of the solar equator. 
The late U.S. astronomer, George Ellery Haie 
believed they are powerful electromagnets. Scien
tists have labeled the phenomenon the "Zeeman 
effect." Sunspots register thousands of gauss 
while the earth's magnetic field produces less 
than one gauss. The earth-solar magnetic relation
ship may hold the keys to anti-gravity and many 
of the world's great mysteries.



PAGE 5Veat Bill,
... The. pictute on the front page, Sept.-Oct. ’ 75 issue of the Pynamid Guide, 
shows the Cotlosi of Memnon at Thebes as betng inundated by several feet o(J 
watet fnom the Nate. I wcu thene tn 1971, and have plctures of the area betng 
dry. The Nile no langet ovetflows ' slnce the Aswan dam wcos built. My pix is 
a color slide wtth several people tn tt. The bottom of the statues ane shown. 
One wondets how the Egyptians held back the Nile while the temple wat erected? 
1 teeently read that thene wat another small canal bullt whteh still eststs, 
but -it now dry. Cotdially, Ralph Ltehty, New York, N.V.
Deut mt. Ltehty, Thank you fot ealling out attentton to the fact the Collossi 
and suntounding tetnain ate no langet flooded. We have several beautiful photos 
of Egyptian objeett and sites taken ovet seventy years ago, and plan to tun them 
tn futune editions of the Pynamid Gutde. The Collottt photo wat among them. B.C.
Veat Persons,
We undenstand you plan to publish a book on Verne L. Cameron by Bill Cox.
We met Mt. Cameton eatually one day and he tatd at that time he wat leavtng fot 
India to loeate Underground watenl ed. note: This wat In 1972) . Lt was such a 
eatual meeting tn Keeley's restaunant tn Oxnatd, Calif, whete Frank and I were 
at the counter having eoffee. Mt. Cameton wat sitting next to me, and inasmuch 
at no one tt even a strängen to me, we talked and I have never fotgotten that 
meeting. I was weaning a copper bnaeelet given to me by a fniend when he wat 
living in Caracas. Wtthout having heatd about ot knowlng anything about Mt. Cam
eton at that time I saw that he wat an extnaondlnany petton — he had somethtng 
Special. Please let me know when the book is published and fot sale.
Mona London Caidwell, Lot Angelet, Calif. (ed. note: Mrs. Caidwell, the publi- 
cation of this book hat been delayed fot some time. I am meanwhtle pnesenting 
many vignettes and research bated on Mt. Camenon's life at they unfold in the 
Pytamtd Guide.)
Veat Mt. Cox,
Appneciated the mind-stinring interview you and Karl Huess enttarn had on TRANS 
Radio KPFK... I tuned in late and missed the flut patt of it but yout diseus- 
tlon of the methods of Vowsing and the pytamldt wat mott interesting. I was 
partieulanly imptessed by yout conclusions pertinent to yout being "one with 
the anlveue," and, "if I ean attieulate the question, I have the antwet within 
me." Thete is much of thlt tn Ennest Holmes, Waltet Starke and Vennon Howard, 
but lt lt eomfottlng to hear tt coming ftom young researchers like youtself. 
I attend a gtoup that would find copies of the tape interview mott inspiting. 
It it. available. Every bett with fot success fot ptogtessing into the deli- 
eiout unknown. Van Kammeyer, Endno, Calif. (ed. note: This it a leitet 
of lang Standing in out file. The taped interview mentioned took place May 10, 
1974. Katl and I nevet got together again fot anothet planned thow and a reel 
of both ptogtamt. Ne hat since gone ovet to the other tide. Katt had to be 
one of the bett announeett in his field. He nevet intemupted my flow of 
thought and had a great intuitional tente of theme and timing. I regtet the 
tape it now unavailable. It wat a highpoint in my life. Katl wat a tupetnal 
individual. Bill Cox.)
Veat Mt. Cox,
A ftiend of mine wrote to me and said you had an article on Mt. Shasta pub
lithed in #19 an#20 issues. He shated with me tome of the most important 
points. I wat pulled to Mt. Shatta in June 1975, and aitempted to elimb to 
the summit. I didn’t quite succeed, but the expetienee thete wat one I thall 
chetish fot a lang, lang time. The vibtailont of Mt. Shatta ean be feit fot 
many milet around. Vo you have any other Information on thit taeted mountain? 
Vincent Milatdo, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Veat Sir,
I have enjoyed teading the many fatcinating articlet in the fabulout Pyramid 
Guide, though tome ate pretty deep fot me to undetttand. I do have patience 
in comptehending thlngt to tome of it hat to tub off. So fat, I have built a 
ten foot pyramid in my encloted patio and find it beneficial fot my wife, her 
titlet and mytelf to lie under on patio divant to rett and meditate. I look 
forward to yout fatale publicationt with expectation. L.E. Lathtop, Sylrnat, Ca. 
Veat Mt. Cox, 
The Pyramid Guide teemt to be the only publieation with any Information on 
cryttalt. I went ctytial mlning in Atkantat and have a latge collection of 
fine, and not to fine cryttalt. They have been under a pyramid fot the last 
tix months. The energy coming ftom them can be feit a foot ot more away. I 
know I have tomethlng tpecial--but not exaetly tute what. Would it be pot- 
tible to put me in touch with Frank Vorland? This inner knowlng, and yet not 
being tute is about to dtive me bananat. I first subsctibed to Pyramid Guide 
in July 1974. Thank you fot the wealth. of Information you shate with we stu- 
dents on the path. Nancy Banken, Thebodaux, La.

Leiters ftom several teaders ask?
Ate details of the Magie Mirror, deseribed in the 420, Novembet-Vecembet 1975 
edition of the Pyramid Guide now available? Can the mittot be putchased, ot 
plant fot its construction be acquited in some way?
Write to Inner Planes Co. P.O. Box 2927, Hollywood, Calif. 90028. We undet- 
stand full Information tegarding the fotegoing questions will be futnished.
PHOTO CORRECTION: The man at the pyramid, gteenhouse portal as shown in the 
425, May-June 1976 issue of the 'Guide is Brian Vtesslet, not Les Brown as 
indieated in the pieture aaption. Sotty fot the ertöt Mt. Brown. We with you 
Godtpeed in yout good work. (eds.j

Veat Bill, 
The Magic Mittot article was just fan- 
tastie'. These facts, like the Tesla 
truthsbring the material seientist do
set to realization of the multi-dimens
ional Cosmos, and will lead to a more 
plausible theory of the relation betwe
en mattet and energy.
11 will soon be found that the vdoeity 
of light is uppet speed limit only with 
tegatds to one tefetence frame, separ
aten ftom anothet by that patiiculat 
energy differential (E-V). Also, the 
true significance of "Cj the enetgy-mass 
proportionatity factot will be teaiized, 
not only in terms of veloeity but in 
terms of frequency.
The energy differential of "C" is the 
key to undetstanding the telationshlp 
between the occult planes of existence. 
In his book "My Contact Wtth Flying 
Saucers," Vino Ktaspedon temarks on 
the occastonally bizarre effects of the 
action of ultra short radio waves on 
televisioh: The Transformation of posi
tive into negative; the superimposttion 
of extraneous Images, the multi-color 
effect in the form of bands; teception 
of distant foreign stations and the ap- 
peatance of unknown human forms.
Von Reed, Wolcott, Conn.
Veat Mt. Cox,
I have been following the recent and 
various pyramid investigations. My own 
hypothesis and experiments lead me in 
many directions.
Yout forthcoming book on Verne Cameton 
will be of great interest, fot this 
latgdy unknown and brilliant man is 
one of the major, modern pioneers of 
knowledge.
As a psychologist with the Univetsity 
of Southern California, l’m interested 
in the effects pyramid habitation will 
have on out own bodies, minds and Söuls. 
Vo you see any dang et in living in pyta- 
mid structures ? Fot instance, the an
cient Science of Yoga teaches that too 
much Life Force can cause dishatmony, 
that is, the increased teception of en- 
etgy ftom the Cosmos that seems to oc- 
cut within pyramids may be too mach fot 
some people at some times; hence the 
rate reports of some people who say 
they feel uneasy ot restless inside yhe 
structures. I fully agree with you that 
pyramids and these energies act as teso- 
nalots as part of God's eteation, and 
ate of potentially great value to those 
who accept and understand them...
A point worthy of considetation in te- 
gatd to pyramid dwellings is: Can thete 
be a convenient way of cutting off, as 
it wete, the tesonance of energies if 
need be? Having the whole structure te- 
volve would be ideal but expensive. 
Ate thete people now working on design 
and construction of pyramid homes. I be- 
lieve you will agree this is the time 
when physieists, psychics, psychologists, 
doetots, architects, engineers and meta- 
physicians should get together, fot all 
these lines of endeavot ateinvolved in 
the true study and application of pyta- 
mid energies.

S hould thete be any way I can help you 
please let me know. Every one of us is 
a patt of the Universal Intelligenee, 
and selfless Cooperation is sutely one 
aspect of the Creator's will. Vavid S. 
Shatpe, B.A. Hon. L.V.N. Los Angeles, 
Calif.
We plan to answet Mt. Shatpe's questions 
in the next newsletter. (eds.)



MUSIC IN THE GREAT PYRAMID
Steve Douglas, Hollywood recording musician and reed Instruments 

soloist fulfilled a long-awaited dream February 1Oth and 15th, 1976 by 
improvising on his flute in the King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid. 
"Through a series of experiments" he says, "I discovered the King's 
Chamber is tuned to, and reaches maximum reverberation in the key of 
Moreover, the first two octave scale natural to the Chamber is based on 
a C7th with a suspended 4th." The famous, lidless coffer (sarcophagus) 
"when struck a Sharp blow rings out a resonant, concert Ab," he adds.

Steve played on "C" and Egyptian flutes during two six hour, late night 
recording sessions with Los Angeles sound engineer Dan Moorehouse at 
the Controls. "February 1 5th was timed to coincide with the full moon, 
to give the experience full benefit of celestial influences. The tones 
caromed off the hard walls, ceiling and floor beyond anything produced 
in recording Studio echo chambers," he says with lighted eyes. At one 
time while Steve was building a crescendo of fluted notes he thought he 
heard a peculiar rumbling followed by the sound of grinding blocks. The 
episode proved most disquieting and he quickly abandoned play until the 
vibrations subsided." Those moments seemed like an eternity," Steve adds 
stroking his chin.

As a well-qualified freelance musician Steve did some Soundtrack solo 
work in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest", and has been featured on 
recordings with singers, Jack Jones, Leon Russell and the Beach Boys. 
Steve says, "Dan Moorehouse watched with astonishment as a pyramid 
mouse Standing on his hind legs seemed to "freak-out" during one of my 
"C" flute "chance music" renditions.

"I'm going back to make further acoustical tests," he goes on. "I had 
to play extremely loud low notes to stir the slightest echo in the Grand 
Gallery, a curious thing. There was also some unexplained interference 
on the recorded tapes," he adds.

’ "The Queen's Chamber proved to be disappointingly out of tune and 
much less impressive as a cosmic sound chamber. But speaking toe-to-toe 
with Dan in low voices we found we couid only understand one another 
with great difficulty in the King's Chamber, a truly magical, vibrational 
environment."

THE KING'S CHAMBER
Scales based on the combined overtone series of the fundamental room frequencies. 

Fundamental
Length: 34.33 feet - Frequency (565 +DI M) = 16.46 Hz (C = 16.5 Hz)
Width: 17.17 feet- " " 32.91 Hz (C =33. Hz)
Height: 19.17 feet- '" " 29.47 Hz (Bb= 29.22 Hz)

PRIMARY SCALES
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THE MYSTERIOUS STEP IN THE TUNNEL PAGE6
Designers of the Great Pyramid of Giza used various ratios and propor- 

tions in dimensioning elements of the internal structure. There are factors 
of 2, 1/3, 1/2, 1/6, 0/4, etc. Sometimes, it became desirable to tie two- 
design philosophies together so an element became necessary to do this. 
The step in the tunnel between the bottom of the Grand Gallery and the 
Queen's Chamber is a good example.

At the top of the ascending tunnel where it opens into the Grand 
Gallery, a tunnel leads to the Queen's Chamber. As one walks in a crouch 
into this passageway toward the central axis of the pyramid, one 
encounters a Step downward of very nearly 2 feet. Many researchers have 
pondered the meaning of this Step. Some have passed it off as merely being 
"mysterious." The Step is there for a reason.

Ancient historians reported the King's Chamber as located at a level 
with dimensions exactly one-half the area of the base plane of the Great 
Pyramid. This puts the location at a level 140.790 feet above the base 
plane. A mathematical model of the Great Pyramid places the floor of the 
King's Chamber at 140.832 feet above the base plane, or 0.508 inches 
higher than reported. The area of the plane containing the floor of the 
King's Chamber is 71.165 square feet less than the area of the level 
reported; exactly 285,606.678 square feet.

The distance between the base plane and the top of the floor of the 
ascending tunnel (or the floor of the tunnel to the Queen's Chamber) was 
determined by other considerations locating it 72.471 feet above the 
base plane.

The designer-builders planned the floor of the Queen's Chamber so its 
height above the base plane, would be 70.416 feet above, exactly one-half 
the height of the floor of the King's Chamber above the base plane. The 
step in the tunnel became necessary to couple the two dimensions together. 
The height of the step is determined thus:

72.47097588 feet from base level to beginning of tunnel
-70.41625720 feet from base level to floor of Queen's Chamber 

2.05471868 feet, the height of the step
The step is higher than exactly two feet by 0.6566+ inches.
Every component of the Great Pyramid has a relationship to every 

pther component. The great structure was designed as a system so one 
element acts as a bond between two adjacent elements. All elements linking 
together form its whole. Eimer D. Robinson, Wheaton, MD.
DOWSING THE LIFE FORCE KEY AND SYMBOLS

I'm always doing experiments with pyramids and pendulums plus 
aurameters, brazing rods or crystals, and I came up with some surprising 
results.

This one was with the pendulum and the Life Force Key. I tried it on 
the printed symbol and then with the actual Life Force Key Pendant. 
When the apex of the pyramid is pointed to magnetic north, the pendulum 
Swings violently north and south when held directly over the pendant or 
the symbol in print. As I turn the apex of the pyramid clockwise to the 
east, the length of the pendulum swing lessens until the apex is directly 
pointing east where the pendulum stops completely and will not move. 
Turning the apex onward clockwise, until the south is in line, the pendu
lum gains in momentum and Swings forcefully north and south, though 
not with the vigor when the apex was pointing north.

Continuing clockwise, the pendulum slows until the apex is facing west, 
where it again stops. As the apex is turned slowly to face north again the 
swing of the pendulum gains in momentum until the circle is completed 
and the lively swinging resumes. The circle around the pyramid doesn't 
seem to influence the pendulum's movement as far as direction is concerned.

I found the energy patterns from printed Symbols very fascinating in 
the July-August 1973 (#6) issue of Pyramid Guide. The aurameter reaction 
was related so I decided to try the pendulum response. The Star form on 
the left gets a counter-clockwise response. The center symbol which 
appears to be the brilliant sun with rays of light emanating from it, brought 
no response from the pendulum. The instrument hangs completely still 
over the center. The symbol on the right, a wheel, Starts the pendulum 
moving in a clockwise movement.

On this same front page is a photo of Dr. L. O. Anderson wearing a 
pyramid replica on his head. Holding the pendulum over his face, I 
received a clockwise movement, but the pendulum refused to enter over 
the straignt line of the bottom of the pyramid. The circling would always 
go as far as the base edge. Moving the pendulum up directly over the 
center of the pyramid I received the usual north and south swing. Then 
I moved the pendulum to the sides of the pyramid and I saw the swing



Pyramid shown 
is 6’ base PYRAMID ENERGY

Enclose a money order for: $107 (includes postage for non-res. of Ca.) or
$113 (includes tax and postage for Ca. res.)

ORDER FROM: The Pyramid Guide, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 Just Released! Absolutely Unique!
Our NEW PYRAMID ENERGY SCIENCE LAB KIT is the ONLYPYRAMID FORM PRODUCES SUPER-PLANTS...

3 C-60 cassette tapes (§> $5.95 each. "Gib" Miine, renowned, Toronto plant grower 
teils Bill Cox how he supercharges plants and Vegetation with pyramid energy, 
acupuncture and electroculture techniques; discoveries, monumental in scope, (see 
story in No. 18 July-August '75 Pyramid Guide Newsletter). Order c/o The 'Guide.

PLANTS THRIVE UNDER PYRAMIDS 
Gilbert A. Miine, well known Canadian photog- 
rapher, gardening lecturer & author, shares the 
opinion that flowers.fruitsand vegetables grown 
under properly constructed pyramids are stimu- 
lated by some, as yet unidentified, energies. He 
has observed that seeds germinate faster; seed- 
lings grow stronger; root Systems grow longer. 
Indoors, or garden. Five models—in three sizes— 
of the Miine Electroculture Pyramid with 
instructions and money-back guarantee are 
available in 12", 6" or 3" height. One each of 
five—$16.95. One each 12" and 6”- $9.90 
One 12"—$7.00. (Ontario residents add tax). 
Information available. Electroculture Pyramids, 
2437 Bayview Ave., Willowdale, Canada M2L- 
1A5.

PYRAMID PLANTERS, created byform 
energy horticulturist, Gilbert Miine.

Science Kit that gives you all the materials necessary to 
explore the mysteries of Ancient Science and brings a new 
approach to your lab curriculae.
Use the accurate replica PYRAMID to perform dozens of 
fascinating and astounding experiments, including those 
found in the exciting paperback edition of THE GUIDE TO 
PYRAMID ENERGY!

EACH KIT INCLUDES:
"THE GUIDE TO PYRAMID 
ENERGY”
6” Base Heavy Cardboard 
Pyramid
Container of Seeds
Two Magnets and 
"Magnetic Dust”

12" Base Open Frame 
Pyramid
Brine Shrimp, Water 
Preparation
Two Planting Trays and Soll 
Compass and Compiete 
Instructions

#510 Compiete Kit — Suggested Retail $9.95
PYRAMID POWER-V, Dept. 5

3015 Nebraska Santa Monica, California 90404

DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and 
OIL LOCATING, Cameron and Cox at $2.75 each, a 
unique, functional Dowsing approach at a 
distance. AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground 
Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $6.95. 
One of the most comprehensive, step-by-step, 
fully illustrated Dowsing methods ever written. 
Order above from El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 
30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105
THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER... 
world’s most sensitive Dowsing Instrument. . . 
twenty years in its development, and an effective 
experimental Dowsing device. The AURAMETER is 
iifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship 
assured... Over 4,500 in use throughout the wörld 
today. The AURAMETER is a combination Water 
Compass, Weighing Device and Upright Pendu- 
lum. El Cariso Publications, sole manufacturer — 
$49.50 postage paid. Write for free descriptive 
brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

The CAMERON AURAMETER $49.50 and *PETRO- 
LEOMETER $195.00. Ingenious, Dowsing Instru
ments, For Divining Treasure, Öre, Underground 
Water, Buried & Lost Objects. Auras, Etheric 
Rays, Beams, Missing Persons, Pets, * Oil - Gas, 
and Hidden Substances.

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE, 
INTERNATIONAL BI-MONTHLY NEWS
LETTER ... in any combination or series . . . 
Issues number 1 (Sept.-Oct. 1972), through 
current issue number 23, @ $1.00 each. Order 
from The PYRAMID GUIDE, P. O. Box 30305, 
Santa Barbara, California 93105. 

| PYRAMIDOLOGY J

)(. For o listing of over 25 Pyramid Reloted J 
X- Dooks and more than 30 Pyramid »
J Products please send 2 Stomps to: » 
J PYRAMIDS J
5 8143 -PG Big Bend J

St. Louis, Mo. 63119 J

PYRAMID HAT—All paper, 8"x12". 
U assemble; three or four sides. $5.00 
includes tax and mailing. C-Ray Nov- 
elty Shop, 499 Alabama, San Francis- 
co, CA 94103. Phone (415) 863-1936.
PHOTO CHROMO-THERAPY, Betty 
Finch, S.C. $2.00. Colors, Chakras 
and their Powers. Order from 
PYRAMID GUIDE, P. O. Box 30305, 
Santa Barbara, California 93105.

CHECK PAYABLE TO

NATIONAL

SPEAKERS’

&

PSYCHICS’

REGISTRY

THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL
UFO NEWS AND VIEWS ON A WORLDWIDE SCOPE 
INDEPTH REPORTING ON PARANORMAL EVENTS. 
WE INVESTIGATE THE UNKNOWN, THE UNEX- 
PLAINED AND THE UNEXPLORED. $5.00,PER
YEAR £ $6.00 FOREIGN. JOAN O’CONNELL 
EDITOR. SUBSCRIBERS WRITE: '+280-68TM 
AVE. NORTH, PINELLAS PARK, FUX. 33565 

'^YRAIVnD^^sTG^'^^TheöredcärTvorn^y 
Ian Woods, B.L.A. This 60-plus page thesis, now 
available for $5 postpaid. Write to: Ian Woods, 
94Kilbarry Rd., Toronto, M5P1K7, Ont., Canada. 
STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT-Articleson ancient 
sites in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. 
Published quarterly. Write for sample copy. 
Stonehenge Viewpoint, 1421 State St., Suite 35, 
Santa Barbara, California 93101.
PLANS & KITS: Electronic ACUPUNCTURE
ENERGY monitor; solid-state circuitry; measures 
the natural energy level of each acupuncture point
and meridian; includes acupuncture charts clearly 
showing all points & meridians. Plans $3.25. 
Wendel L. Daniels Engineering, 8450 Anthony 
Wayne Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45216.

finest spiritual and scientific information in the psychic field.

One. year (12 
Canadian and

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

CHIMES
I n c.

issues) $7. 50
Foreign Subscriptions $9. 50

Box 8606. WashinJUaoJTC. 20011

Parapsychology
LECTURES
DEMONSTRATIONS
CONSULTATIONS

P. O. Box #1259 
Morristown, N. J. 07960 
(201) 543-4885
IRENE SERRA, Director

— The Most Comprehensive Service in the Country —

"GENESA" by Derald George Langham, Ph.D.
(in soft cover, 262 pages) at $10.00. Öne of 

the great minds on our planet today and his 
attempt to develop a conceptual model to syn- 
thesize, synchronize, and vitalize man's Interpre
tation of universal phenomena. The author 
shows how, through Genesa, one can live in 
harmony with the forces of life, the powers of 
and labeling space—its oceans in color, sound, 
number, and mirror images. One can create an 
energysm, dynamic concepts of creativity, Super
learning, super-memory, and COSMIC BALANCE.

A message mounted on the wall of the 
"ARCANA ”, Beverly Hills, Calif. Workshop and 
Meditation Room . . .
Let us shift the consciousness to the betterment 
of all life and the struggle for existence will be 
repläced by the conquest of possibilities.

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE



FIRST CLASS MAILEL CARISO PUBLICATIONS,
P.O. Box 30305
Santa Barbara, Calif.
93105

PRE - HISTORY TEMPLE J 
STEPS . .. leading to subsea 
structures? Ancient buildings '1 - 
no longer erect may have been < 
of Atlantean origin. These 
stone stairs lying in shallow 
waters in the Bahamas may be 
the remainder of some cata- 
clysmic event eons ago.

ONE-HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLAR PYRAMID HOME... 
Now under construction on the Munza Ranch, Jenner, Califor
nia. The custom-made structure has 40 foot base sides and is 
approximately 25 feet high. A large sun deck in front over- 
hangs a sloping promontory with a sweeping view of the 
glistening Pacific.

rfÜ’’
HI-JOLLY PYRAMID TOMB... Quartzite, Arizona. Monument 
honors Hadji Ali (1828-1902), legendary camel driver who was 
brought here by the U.S. Army from his far eastern home in the 
last Century. Hi-Jolly (Hadji Ali), looked after seventy-five, sore 
footed dromedaries unable to adjust to the coarse, Southwest 
U.S. desert sands. Cavalrymen claimed the camels liked the dry- 
hot desert air but frightened their mounts.

THEORETICAL, CRYSTAL-LASER-PYRAMID, THOUGHT-MACHINE 
Nikola Tesla, in 1893, believed thought in motion could be captured on 
screen. Kinetic Kirlian photography is here. Thoughtography advances. 
It all began years ago. (See page 1.) __

DETAIL OF PAINTED FLOOR 
(Tel-el-Amarna).

Your Pyramid Ouida Subscriptioi. 
Explrad. Send a renewal check now. 
fb.00 Domestic - -17.00 Foreign -Air 

flO.OO


